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Thesis combines research and design under facultydirected topics and foci. Individual thesis sections
offer opportunities ranging from self-directed student
work to collective design and research on facultydetermined projects with exterior clients and organizations. Arch 662 is a studio course that takes place
during the winter semester and constitutes the continuation and realization of the research and exploration
initiated during thesis seminar in the fall. The product
of the thesis studio is a presentation and documentation of the thesis at the end of the winter term.
The briskly paced decades since data emerged as a prominent subject in architecture and urbanism have witnessed sufficient discourse
around the topic for predictable patterns to emerge. One side of the
ideological spectrum argues that data-enabled algorithms will usher
forth a techno-utopian future of smart cities, expanded access, sustainability, efficient governance, and highly performative architecture.
Our built environments will sense, predict our needs, and integrate
feedback into an optimized total system draped in a polite left-of-center
Macintosh-modernist aesthetic. At the same time, the opposite of the
ideological spectrum routinely cautions that data collection and instrumentalization practices are conspicuously intertwined with corporate
interests, that they threaten the privacy of urban residents, that they
flirt with authoritarianism in their means of spatial control, and that they
impose a narrow epistemological regime—privileging extant quantitative variation over latent qualitative difference. Such arguments seek to
find agency in the outrage of their audiences. Somewhere in-between,
data is simply held up as yet another tool for ostensibly autonomous
formal generation amongst a set habitually averse to politics in their
aesthetics.
Even while the above silos of thought become conventionalized,
the proliferation of data production by our buildings, cities, and publics—as well as corporate and governmental data mining, cutting, aggregating, buying, and selling—grows evermore vast. The ground truth
of such rapid expansion renders conventional ideological proclivities
toothless. We do live in a near-seamless total system of data production,
aggregation, and predictive analytics. And yet this system is optimized
to send you a push notification for a dollar-off coupon for a Frappuccino
when within a quarter mile of your local Starbucks, not to usher in a techno-utopian future. And while data production and instrumentalization
practices are indeed complexly intertwined with corporate interests, the
general public is not outraged. They enjoy the Frappuccino. Meanwhile,
the impact of architecture’s digital and parametric formalists pales in
comparison to that of the everyday data manipulation in architectural
practice in the form of Building Information Management softwares and
their performance simulation extensions. Indeed, data is everywhere in
architectural practice and urban space. Not foregrounded as topic and
technique, but ever present in the background as a ubiquitous and pervasive context.
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Delirious Data seeks projects that articulate alternative trajectories
for data in architecture and urbanism—novel approaches to our present
data-density that might reformat present disciplinary discourse. This
section is less interested in how to make architecture with algorithms
than in how to make architecture in a context where algorithms make
everything. What are architecture’s statistical imaginaries? What might
constitute a data-based critical contextualism? What aesthetic regimes
might emerge from the ubiquity of data in the architectural and urban
spheres? What is the materiality of data? How can we hack the system
and to what effect? If images today are better understood as data, how
might this generate new models for architectural production? What
would it mean if data management were at the core of our discipline? If
the new metropolitan type is the data-blasé, what’s at stake for the architecture of the city?
The year-long thesis experience is divided into two parts. In the fall
seminar, each student referenced critical texts and worked through various formats to develop a thesis argument. In the winter studio, students
(individually or in groups) used their discoveries from the fall to propose
architectures that engaged issues of form, space, context, program,
material effect, and/or occupation. To imagine new ways for architecture
to appear in the world, Delirious Data used the building as the primary
site of speculation.
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STUDENT WORK:
AUGMENTED COLLECTIVITY

Gabriela Alvergue

This thesis investigates the parallel emergence of the contemporary
co-living trend and advancements in digital technology and the use of
social media, identifying and leveraging an unexamined relationship
between the two. While the present discourse around collective housing
is usually associated with discussions of housing shortages in dense
cities, this project explores the ways in which the simultaneous emergence of new co-living trends and digital technologies that change the
social dynamics of domestic space have been mutually formative and
complexly interrelated. The thesis explores the merging of these two
trends by creating a new building typology that merges digital spaces of
interaction with physical ones. With the use of augmentation and adaptation, this project seeks to disrupt social boundaries with the inclusion
of augmented reality (AR), kinetic spaces, and material manipulation.
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Set in 2025, when one can experience AR using data-sensing
contact lenses, the proposal is a mid-rise residential building in North
Williamsburg, Brooklyn. The project invokes new notions of interaction
within a collaborative housing environment by incorporating physical
and virtual ways to change the architecture, expanding the types of
encounters one could have with other residents in the space. Motivated
by edge detection and layering opportunities, the design of each unit
allows individuals with diverse needs and, at times incompatible, data to
cohabit. How can we change the way co-living works to break the cycle
of separating rooms when augmented reality and physical manipulations
can bring you to a new space that isn’t exclusive to the digital?

Unit #1: The Family with Varied Interests Meets the Fitness Influencers.

Views into the Unit.
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Unit #2: The College Guys Meets the Studying Lawyers.

Views into the Unit.
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Unit #3: The Multigenerational Crafters Meets the DIY-ers and Newlyweds.

Views into the Unit with AR.

Views into the Unit without AR.
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Unit #4: The Social Millennials Meets the Creative Family.

Unit #5: The Sports Enthusiasts Meets the Gamer and the Travelers.
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STUDENT WORK:
PROFORMA PUBLIC(S):
RETHINKING THE AMERICAN
SHOPPING MALL

Hannah Cane

Displays of Public Life.

An experiment in the stuff and systems of retail, the Northland Center
—one of the first regional shopping malls in the United States—is reawakened to generate agonistic pluralism by engaging contemporary
consumer culture.
Rather than storefronts, the mall’s tenants become zones of public
activity, where items are tested, tried on, returned or purchased. Each
zone stages the display of a regional market segment, describing the
collective preferences of a particular consumer group. Shifting shelves
of randomized inventory, organized and stocked through Amazon’s
fulfillment network, occupy the liminal space between zones, supplying
the building’s varied displays.
Shopping malls are a post-war invention supporting suburban
development. They are windowless enclosures, terrazzo flooring extending through calculated square footage, whose tenants have been selected and arranged with careful precision. Reflected in display windows,
are a predetermined, regional public predicted to sustain private profit.
The market data sealing brick to mortar constructs the mall’s interior,
reifying commercialized identities. Painting a benign picture of public
life, the shopping mall joins a lineage of public interiors complicit in the
onset of neoliberal hegemony. To rethink the shopping mall is to engage
the field of political, economic, and cultural forces it occupies, in order
to create new forms of consumer identification.
Studio Paper
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Public Assemblies Diagram.
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EXISTENT MARKET SEGMENTS (CLARITAS 360):
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Young Digerati
Wealthy Middle Age Mostly w/ Kids

Young Digerati are tech-savvy and live in fashionable neighborhoods on the
urban fringe. Affluent and highly educated, Young Digerati communities are
typically filled with trendy homes and condos. They believe in living ecofriendly
lifestyles and enjoy dining at upscale restaurants, coffee houses and other trendy
establishments.
Social Group :
Lifestage Group :

01 - U1 Urban Uptown
01 - Y1 Midlife Success

Demographic Traits:
Urbanicity :
Income :
Household Technology :
Age Ranges :
Presence of Kids :
Homeownership :
Employment Levels :
Education Levels :

Urban
Wealthy
2 Above Average
Age 35-54
Mostly w/ Kids
Homeowners
Management and Professional
Graduate Plus

Lifestyle & Media Traits:
Owns an Audi
Eats at coffee house/coffee bar
Shops at Saks Fifth Avenue
Plays Tennis
Visits Asia
Uses Uber
Listens to Alternative

66
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New Beginnings
Low Income Middle Age Mostly w/o Kids

New Beginnings is a magnet for adults in transition. Many of its residents are
singles and couples just starting out on their career paths in service jobs, or
starting over after recent divorces or company transfers. New Beginnings
households tend to have the modest living standards typical of transient
apartment dwellers.
Social Group :
Lifestage Group :

10 - C3 Micro-City Mix
03 - Y3 Striving Singles

Demographic Traits:
Urbanicity :
Income :
Household Technology :
Age Ranges :
Presence of Kids :
Homeownership :
Employment Levels :
Education Levels :

Metro Mix
Low Income
3 Average
Age <55
Mostly w/o Kids
Renters
Mix
High School

Lifestyle & Media Traits:
Owns a Kia
Eats at Quiznos
Shops at The Athletes Foot
Follows UFC
Flies JetBlue
Uses Fantasy sports sites/apps
Listens to radio.com

CLARITAS 360

Market Segmentation Consumer Profiles.

Market-driven Interior Zoning Diagram.

In order to stage an agonistic intervention in the mall. Market segment
data was manipulated by combining the regional scale of the mall and
the regional scale of Amazon. Segments, identified within the mall’s
local region, were scaled by a factor determine by the market’s recurrence within Amazon’s shipping area. The resulting tapestry of “market
zones” creates unexpected and absurd scalar relationships that reveal
new relationship(s) between public(s).
Studio Paper
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Axonometric

Perspective Scenes
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STUDENT WORK:
TERRITORIALIZING MATTER

Jad Ismail

Territorializing Matter, Security

Beyond political clashes and conflicting territorial claims of ownership,
the occupation of the West Bank reveals an anthropocentric—albeit
unbalanced—relationship to the land and its natural resources. The quarrying and shaping of limestone accounts for one of Palestine’s largest
exports, employing nearly 20,000 Palestinians in an industry projected
to be worth $900 million. Nonetheless, while the transfer of natural
resources from an occupied territory is prohibited under international
law, Israel owns and operates the majority of the 350 quarries in the West
Bank. Reinforced by an interplay of architectural apparatuses that concretize land divisions and maintain Israeli regulation of these quarries,
the extraction of this “white oil” adds an environmental dimension to the
narrative of the occupation and its damaging effect on the Palestinian
identity.
Territorializing Matter confronts the treatment of Palestinians
living under occupation and the exploitation of the land’s resources by
revealing the way the two are processed as they cross the Separation
Wall. In the same way Palestinians are itemized and documented as
they cross through checkpoints, limestone is similarly quantified as it is
transformed post-quarry. Therefore, the proposal is a checkpoint that
regulates the ebb and flow of matter across the border in order to catalog both people and stone as they move from the West Bank and into
Israel. The operations of the limestone facility are made transparent to
Palestinians crossing the border, allowing them to witness the shaping
and movement of stone as they navigate the checkpoint. Data collected
through this process is then made available to visitors, allowing the collection of information to contribute to Palestinians seeking to reconnect
with their land and ancestry. By overlaying a limestone quarry with a border crossing, this hybrid typology seeks to draw parallels between the
movement of these two bodies of matter and the effects territorialization
has in stripping away their agency.
15
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Fig. 01 Floor Plan

Territorializing Matter by Jad Ismail

Fig. 03 Section Perspective
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Fig. 02 Floor Plan
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Market exterior, with quarry in foreground

Market exterior, with quarry in foreground
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Market Views, various public spaces
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